
Welcome Fellow Members of ASCDI to the first of a series of articles on Selling Services 
Profitably, compliments of DecisionOne. DecisionOne provides national service for mainframes to 
desktops, including Sun, IBM, HP, Dell and many others. Call Jim Lubeskie  (717-632-6780). 

“Know When to Walk Away, Know When to Run”
Services Generate Profits, right?  Of course it’s true. But have you ever found yourself pursuing 
service business that is likely to be unprofitable? Sometimes we rationalize pursuing business 
with crazy excuses; I’ve invested so much time, I need a win right now, this deal will lead to other 
profitable business… Sound familiar? 

1. Unreasonable Prospects 
Believe it or not, sometimes the prospect has unreasonable expectations. Ironically, when we 
enter into a marginally profitable or downright unprofitable business relationship with an overly 
demanding prospect, it often gets worse later. Prospects who take advantage of you at the 
beginning of the relationship often expect an unreasonable level of service, certainly more than 
they have paid for. In this case, it may be better to part ways before the relationship begins and 
return when the decision makers have changed. 

Once the service is paid for, regardless of the price paid, the customer expects exemplary 
service. When it comes to customer expectations, there is no such thing as a lower price for 
inferior service and a premium price for satisfactory service. Don’t accept less compensation for 
the level of service you will be expected to deliver. 

2. Sometimes however, the prospect simply doesn’t understand the costs of the services they are 
buying. 

If you are at the stage of making a go/no go decision with an unprofitable business quote, ask for 
a meeting and go in well prepared to illustrate your assumptions. If nothing else, this is an 
opportunity to demonstrate your understanding of the business and the cost drivers. Furthermore, 
this meeting is another opportunity to confirm your intentions of delivering a quality service. You 
may also learn some facts that change your assumptions and your price. 

Watch for our next article in ASCDI NOW   -  “Winning against Wounded Competitors.”  

For quick quotes on National Service including Sun, IBM, HP, Dell and many others, call call Jim 
Lubeskie (717) 632-6780. 

About DecisionOne
Headquartered in the Philadelphia suburb of Devon, Pennsylvania, DecisionOne delivers technology 
support services to commercial enterprises, government agencies, Original Equipment Manufacturers 
(OEMs), outsourcers, and resellers throughout North America. The company's footprint of service 
locations and centralized support capabilities throughout the U.S. and Canada enable DecisionOne to 
provide local, reliable, cost-effective solutions that address needs at every point along the technology 
support lifecycle - from initial planning and assessment, to installation and maintenance, to asset disposal 
and/or reclamation. DecisionOne takes care of your technology so you can take care of business. More 
information about DecisionOne can be found on the web at http://www.decisionone.com.


